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man of the Peasant Party declared that the alliance with France
must remain the corner-stone of Polish policy, a statement
which elicited applause from the Conservatives of the Govern-
ment Block. Beck made no official reply at the moment, but
it was impossible not to see that one of the reasons which weighed
with Pilsudski was again in evidence—the instability of the
French parliamentary system. Doumergue was forced to resign,
and a new Government with Flandin as Prime Minister came into
power, Laval continuing as Foreign Minister, on November 9.
The good relations existing between Poland and Germany were
emphasized on November 14 when, as the result of the elevation
of the Polish Legation in Berlin to the rank of an Embassy,
Lipski was received by Hitler and presented his credentials as
Ambassador, Neurath being present at the ceremony. The
speeches on both sides were marked by great cordiality.
Lipski spoke of the steady, friendly development of the relations
of the two countries since the signing of their Ten-years Pact,
and the benefits both drew from it. In his reply Hitler alluded to
the special importance which had to be given to the Polish-German
rapprochement in view of the numerous difficulties in the political
situation of Europe, and he went on to say that the results hitherto
achieved from the pact must strengthen "our determination
to continue along the path taken to deepen co-operation more
and more in the various spheres of our relations, and so found
in mutual respect and understanding a lasting relationship as
of friend and neighbour between Germany and Poland." The
"difficulties in the political situation of Europe" were the questions
of the Saar, Danzig, once more in a ferment over local elections,
Memel, and the Yugoslav-Hungarian controversy that had arisen
out of the murder of King Alexander; tension was still manifest
all over the Continent. The speeches of Hitler and Lipski were
given great prominence in the German Press as also in th^ of
Poland, where they had a decided effect. Thus the Polish Associa-
tion of the Defenders of the Western Frontier, with orcr batf
a million members all sworn to defend Poland against Geruaw
aggression, resolved that, because of the pact, it should
merely a cultural andsocial organization, and it decided to

